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Module  1:  Social Entrepreneurship  

Kit 1 Lesson Plan : Social Entrepreneurship  

Learning Objectives:  

 

Based on this Lesson  learners will: 

 1.Discuss what social entrepreneurship and social 

entrepreneur are  

 2.Discuss how social entrepreneurship can contribute to whole 

system’s healing   

 3.Develop students’ knowledge of content-related lexis 

 4.Develop all four language skills 

 5.Provide material and information for further topic and 

language based studies 

Content: 
The Concept of Social Entrepreneurship and Social Enterprise 

1. The concept of Social Entrepreneurship  
a. Research existing definitions of Social Entrepreneurship  
b. Examining the complexity of Social Entrepreneurship  
2. What is a social enterprise? 
i. Different types of social enterprises  
ii. Examples of real-world social enterprises  
d. Compare and contrast 

Language: 

 

I. Learners will take a placement test to determine their level 

of English according  to  Common European Framework 

of Reference for  Languages  either www.englishtag.com 

on-line:   

http://www.englishtag.com/tests/level_test_pre_intermediate_A2.asp 

on mobile phone:  

http://www.englishtag.com/tests/level_test_pre_intermediate_A2_m

obile.asp 

The test can be filled in on the spot: see A1 (Duration 45’) 

II. Learners will describe the social entrepreneurship/social 

enterprise and identify them in their own words in L2. 

 

Language focus: 

Social Entrepreneurship - specific vocabulary through exercises and 

looking up in the on-line dictionary/mobile phone dictionary, creation 

of Glossary. 

 Describing a Social Enterprise.  

http://www.englishtag.com/
http://www.englishtag.com/tests/level_test_pre_intermediate_A2.asp
http://www.englishtag.com/tests/level_test_pre_intermediate_A2_mobile.asp
http://www.englishtag.com/tests/level_test_pre_intermediate_A2_mobile.asp
http://set2clil.tryavna.eu/kits/Vocabulary_List4.1.pdf
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Learning outcomes:  

 

Based on  the lesson the participants will acquire: 

Knowledge: 

 Explain the concept of social entrepreneurship and social 

entrepreneur in their own words in English 

 Compare and contrast commercial entrepreneurship and 

social entrepreneurship and entrepreneur versus social 

entrepreneur in English 

Skills: 

 Explore  the complexity of social change and how social 
entrepreneurship can be applied to social 

Attitudes: 

 identify learners’ skills and gifts  

 value traits which provide life skills 

Description of the 

activities  proposed: 

Activity 1  
Lead In:  KWL chart  
Duration: 20’ 
Aim:  to connect new knowledge with what they already know. 
The teacher prepares a large sheet of paper with three columns: a 
KWL chart. Each of the columns has one heading:  
a) What do we already KNOW about social entrepreneurship?  
b) What do we WONDER about this topic? What questions do we 
have?  
c) What have we LEARNED about this topic? 
Then ask learners to share their ideas with a partner sitting next to 
them. After a few minutes, ask some learners to share their thoughts 
with the entire class. Write down these suggestions on the large 
sheet of paper. Having compiled a list of things that learners already 
know about social enterprise, you may also ask what questions they 
have: What do we WONDER about this topic? Write down their ideas 
on the large sheet of paper.  
In the next lessons, come back to review the KWL chart regularly and 
add new ideas to the second (WONDER) and third (LEARNED) columns. 
(See Annex 1 KWL Chart) 
Activity 2 Skim Reading for gist. 
Aims:  

 To increase students’ knowledge of subject content 
 To develop students’ knowledge of content-related lexis 

Duration: 60’  
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Task 1 
The teacher tells the learners that they are going to watch a video  and 
read a text about  Social Entrepreneurship 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ecKK3S8DOE&t=13s 
 
Task 2 
Skim Reading silently of the text ‘What is Social Entrepreneurship’ for 
comprehension while highlighting the problematic words (Activity 2). 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/reinvest?fallbackFr
om=learner-english                                                                                   
English-English Mobile Phone Dictionary: 
http://download.cnet.com/English-English-Mobile-Dictionary/3000-
2279_4-75156763.html   

Task 3 

 Presentation of new vocabulary and/or concepts (Part 2 of the text) 

Task 4 
Elicitation of the meaning from the students  

In this stage, learners are motivated to figure out what words actually 
mean. This can be done by underlining them and doing some research, 
discussing them in groups. Looking up in the on-line/mobile dictionary. 

Task 5 
Writing the new vocabulary in their own Glossaries. Learners have to 
write down both the definitions and sentences/translations. 

Task 6 
Comprehension (Questions and answers) Activity 2  

(optional) 

Learners receive a new text that helps them to comprehend better the 
language learned in that have to do with the content. By implementing 
this technique, both language and content are supported. 

  
Task 7 
Free usage of the new vocabulary: Tell what you mean by SE and in 
your own words. 

Scaffolding: “A SE is an enterprise which …..(solve a social 
problem/change/ reinvest profit etc.) Use Present Tense Simple. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ecKK3S8DOE&t=13s
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/reinvest?fallbackFrom=learner-english
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/reinvest?fallbackFrom=learner-english
http://download.cnet.com/English-English-Mobile-Dictionary/3000-2279_4-75156763.html
http://download.cnet.com/English-English-Mobile-Dictionary/3000-2279_4-75156763.html
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Filling in the KWL Chart (What we learned?) 

Materials, equipment: 
 WiFi, Computers/Smart Phones/ Internet/ Videos/Websites 

 Texts about Social Entrepreneurship and  Social entrepreneur 

Recommended duration: 
 Two session of 1h30’ plus 30’ individual work (3 hours and a 

half all together) 

Assessment/ Evaluation: 
LO1  will be assessed by: Questioning of learners during the discussion 
on what they know about Social Entrepreneurship 
LO2 will be assessed by: Questioning of learners to explain in their own 
words what SE is. 
LO3 will be assessed by: learners completing their own Glossary  
LO4 will be assessed by: learners will be observed during developing R, 
L, W, S Skills 
LO5 will be assessed by: revising the previous knowledge 

 T/Facilitator evaluation: debriefing and roundup of the class. 

 E-Portfolio 

References and other 

useful sources: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ecKK3S8DOE&t=13s 
www.englishtag.com on-line:  Level per-intermediate A2 Test 

http://www.englishtag.com/tests/level_test_pre_intermediate_A2.asp 

On mobile phone:  

http://www.englishtag.com/tests/level_test_pre_intermediate_A2_m

obile.asp 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/reinvest?fallbackFr

om=learner-english                                                                                    

English-English Mobile Phone Dictionary: 

http://download.cnet.com/English-English-Mobile-Dictionary/3000-

2279_4-75156763.html    
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